Introduction
Cell invasion is an active process involving dynamic remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton and is a critical step for tumor metastasis, which occurs in 90% of cancerrelated human deaths. However, the genetic changes that cause non-invasive tumors to become metastatic are not well understood. A stable epithelial architecture is thought to limit cell proliferation and cell invasion (Dow and Humbert, 2007; Wodarz and Nathke, 2007) . Several key molecules have been identified that are required to establish and maintain epithelial integrity, namely the Scribble complex (Scribble (Scrib)/Discs Large (Dlg)/Lethal giant larvae (Lgl)), the Par complex (Par3/Par6/atypical protein kinase C) and the Crumbs complex (Crumbs/Stardust/Patj)) (Bilder, 2004) . Among these, scrib, dlg and lgl have been identified as 'neoplastic' tumor suppressors, whose loss causes tissue overgrowth accompanied by disruptions in cellular architecture and differentiation (Bilder, 2004) . However, clones of scrib, dlg or lgl survive poorly when surrounded by wild-type cells and are eliminated by cell apoptosis (Woods and Bryant, 1991; Agrawal et al., 1995; Brumby and Richardson, 2003) . This phenomenon is reminiscent of the multi-gene requirement for a normal cell to become tumorigenic and progress to malignancy (Land et al., 1983; Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000) . Drosophila imaginal disks have become a powerful system to study the effects of multiple genetic changes on discrete populations of cells immediately adjacent to wild-type neighboring cells, which closely resemble the clonal nature of human cancer.
Protein phosphatase 1 (PP1) is a member of one of the major classes of serine/threonine protein phosphatases, which consists of a catalytic subunit and various regulatory subunits that target the complex to specific locations and regulate substrate specificity (Ceulemans and Bollen, 2004) . The PP1 expression is reported to be significantly lower in some human cancer cells (http://www.oncomine.org), and human PP1 interacts with breast cancer susceptibility protein BRCA1 (Winter et al., 2007) . Additionally, the PP1 inhibitor okadaic acid has been reported to act as a tumor promoter and can increase migration and invasion of non-metastatic LLC-C8 cells (Suganuma et al., 1988; Young, 1997) , indicating that loss of PP1 may contribute to tumor formation and metastasis. However, genetic studies of PP1 function in vivo have been complicated by the presence of multiple homologs and its involvement in a wide range of cellular processes in most organisms. Therefore, PP1 regulatory subunits can provide a key to understanding the role of PP1 in tumor growth and metastasis.
Sds22 is a conserved, leucine-rich repeat protein first identified as a regulatory subunit of PP1 that is required for the completion of mitosis in yeast (Ohkura and Yanagida, 1991) . Recently, one group identified Drosophila sds22 as a regulator of epithelial polarity (Grusche et al., 2009) . In this report, we show that, in addition to its role in cell polarity, sds22 is critical for maintaining epithelial integrity and that without sds22 cells become invasive and tumorigenic. Furthermore, sds22 overexpression can largely suppress the tumorigenic growth of Ras V12 scrib À/À cells. Finally, we show that one potential mechanism by which sds22 prevents cell invasion and metastasis is through inhibition of myosin II and Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) activity downstream of PP1. Together, these results highlight the importance of sds22 as a novel member of the neoplastic tumor suppressor gene class that links changes in epithelial integrity, with signaling pathways driving tumor metastasis.
Results
sds22 behaves as a new potential Drosophila tumor suppressor gene A previous study showed that sds22 is important for epithelial cell shape and polarity (Grusche et al., 2009) . Given that loss of cell polarity often synergizes with activated Ras (Ras
V12
) to induce tumor growth and invasion as seen in scrib/dlg/lgl mutants (Brumby and Richardson, 2003; Pagliarini and Xu, 2003) , we first tested whether loss of sds22 will have a similar effect. We generated null alleles of sds22 by imprecise excision of a nearby P-element insertion (P {EPgy2} EY06161) in Drosophila, which also deleted another gene named CREG (cellular repressor of E1A-stimulated genes) (Supplementary Figure S1A) . The lethality and mutant phenotypes can be fully rescued by a genomic rescue construct and a UAS-sds22 transgene, suggesting that sds22 is the gene responsible for the observed phenotypes ( Supplementary Figures S1C-E) . The sds22 homozygotes die at or before the first larva instar. To test whether loss of sds22 promotes tumor growth and metastasis of Ras
-expressing cells, we expressed Ras V12 in sds22 mutant cells using the eyFLP/MARCM (mosaic analysis with a repressible cell marker) system, in which 30% of the eye is typically composed of mutant tissue (Lee and Luo, 2001) . Consistent with previous reports, Ras V12 overexpression alone induces benign overgrowth but cells never invade into the nearby ventral nerve cord or other tissues (Figures 1a and d) . When Ras V12 overexpression is combined with homozygous loss of sds22, such animals can grow as larvae for up to 15 days after egg laying (AEL) and die before pupation or as early pupae (wild-type animals normally pupate 5 days AEL at 251C). In contrast, animals expressing Ras V12 alone can only grow as larvae for up to 9 days AEL and then die as early pupae. At 7 days AEL, we observe extensive hyperproliferation in eye disks of Ras V12 sds22
À/À animals ( Figures 1b and h ), but green fluorescent protein (GFP)-positive cells are seen in the ventral nerve cord at only low frequency (Figure 1e , white arrow). At 15 days AEL, we find significant numbers of ectopic GFP-positive cells spreading from a primary tumor in the brain into the ventral nerve cord (Figure 1f ). In addition, as Ras V12 sds22
À/À tumors grow, the two eye-antennal disks appear to fuse into one large mass (Figure 1i ). Together, these results suggest that loss of sds22 can cooperate with Ras V12 to promote tumor growth and invasive behavior in a time-dependent manner.
Next, we asked whether the sds22 mutation alone is sufficient to cause tumor growth or metastasis. Similar to cells mutant for the neoplastic tumor suppressor genes scrib, dlg or lgl, we find that sds22 mutant clones are more sensitive to cell competition, exhibit cell apoptosis and do not over proliferate or metastasize . The role of Ras signaling in promoting cell survival has been well documented (Kurada and White, 1998; Bonni et al., 1999) . To test whether the cooperative effect between loss of sds22 and Ras overexpression is linked to cell survival, we coexpressed the baculovirus caspase inhibitor p35 in sds22 mutant cells using the eyFLP/ MARCM system to block cell death. Interestingly, these 'undead' cells (Martin et al., 2009 ) induce both cellautonomous and non-cell autonomous cellular proliferation and result in a massively overgrown and folded eye disk and enlarged tumor-like adult eyes (Supplementary Figure S3C -C 000 ), suggesting that the loss of sds22 confers tumor growth when cell death is inhibited. Overexpression of p35 alone does not cause any obvious growth defects (Supplementary Figure S3B) . However, we do not find GFP-labeled mutant cells outside the eyeantennal disk/optic lobe region (data not shown), suggesting that blocking cell death is not sufficient to promote metastasis of sds22 À/À cells. Combined with the overgrowth phenotype in cooperation with oncogenic Ras, these results suggest that sds22 mutant cells induce uncontrolled proliferation when combined with a second genetic change or 'hit' that promotes cell survival. Given that tumor suppressor mutations often require a second hit to manifest their full phenotypes, these data suggest that sds22 is a new Drosophila tumor suppressor gene.
To further investigate the possible contribution of sds22 to tumor suppression, we next tested if sds22 gainof-function is capable of suppressing tumor growth using the previously established Drosophila tumor model Ras V12 scrib À/À (Pagliarini and Xu, 2003) . Coexpression of Ras V12 in scrib mutant cells using the eyFLP/ MARCM system induces strong tumor growth at 7 days AEL (Figure 2a) (Figures 2e-h ). Thus, we conclude that sds22 can suppress tumor growth in part through its interaction with the cell polarity gene scrib.
Loss of sds22 leads to cell invasive behavior The metastatic capability of Ras V12 sds22
À/À cells but not Ras V12 alone, may result from a potential acquired role of sds22 in preventing cellular invasion. To test this possibility, we used patched-GAL4/UAS-GFP system to knock down sds22 using RNA interference (RNAi) in a defined region along the anterior/posterior (A-P) compartment boundary of the wing disk, a well used system to study cell migratory behavior in Drosophila To test whether the invasion-like phenotype caused by loss of sds22 is specific to the wing epithelium, we generated sds22 mutant cells using the eyFLPcl technique, which removes B90% of gene function in the eye disk (Newsome et al., 2000) . We find that loss of sds22 causes severely reduced and disorganized photoreceptor differentiation (Figures 4a and b) . Additionally, we find ectopic neurons in the optic stalk (Figure 4b 0 , green arrow), where they are normally never seen (Figure 4a 0 , green arrow). This invasion-like phenotype is also observed in sds22 mitotic clones near the posterior margin of the eye disk (Supplementary Figure S4B ). To test whether these ectopic cells are sds22 mutant or wild type, we used the hsFLP/MARCM technique to positively mark mutant cells with GFP. We find that the Elav-positive neurons in the optic stalk are also GFP-positive (Supplementary Figure S4C , white arrows), suggesting that sds22 mutant cells are migrating away from the eye disk. In addition to photoreceptor cells, we also find undifferentiated cells and cone cells (c) Loss of scrib generated by EGUFcl causes defects in differentiation (Elav, green, c 00 ) and disk morphology (Dlg, red, c 000 ) in the third instar eye disk. Most of these animals die as pupae and the few escapers found are eyeless (c). (d) Overexpression of sds22 suppresses scrib mutant defects both in adults (d) and larvae
. (e-h) Light microscopy of adult eyes from animals carrying ey-GAL4 and: (e) UAS-GFP, (f) UAS-sds22, (g) UAS-Ras V12 and (h) UAS-Ras V12 , UAS-sds22. Compared with the control (e), overexpression of Ras V12 induces eye overgrowth (g) that is not suppressed by overexpression of sds22 (h). Note that overexpression of sds22 alone does not cause external eye defects (f).
Tumor suppressor properties of sds22 in Drosophila Y Jiang et al in the eye disk are mislocalized in the optic stalk (data not shown), indicating that the migratory behavior is not simply due to photoreceptor axon extension. Another possibility is that the basal migration by sds22 mutant cells might be a secondary consequence of cell death. To test this, we blocked cell death by overexpression of p35 in sds22 mutant cells. Elavpositive mutant neurons are still mislocalized in the optic stalk (Supplementary Figure S4D 00 , white arrow), indicating that cell invasion is not a secondary consequence of cell death induced by loss of sds22. Together, these results suggest that sds22 is required for maintaining proper cellular position in both the wing and eye disk.
sds22 is an essential regulator of PP1 Sds22 physically binds to PP1 and regulates PP1 activity in yeast and mammalian cells (Stone et al., 1993; MacKelvie et al., 1995; Ceulemans et al., 2002) . Binding of the Drosophila homolog of Sds22 to PP1 subunits has also been confirmed in a yeast two-hybrid system and Drosophila S2 cells (Bennett et al., 2006; Grusche et al., 2009) . However, the functional significance of this interaction has not been studied in vivo and the role of PP1 in epithelial integrity and cellular invasion is not clear. To explore the mechanism of how loss of sds22 induces cell invasion-like behavior, we first asked whether loss of PP1 activity causes a similar phenotype as the loss of sds22. Drosophila has four PP1 isoforms, named after . (e) PP1b-deficient cells generated using patched-GAL4 migrate away from the boundary into the wild-type posterior compartment (e 0 ). X/Z sections from the wing pouch domain of e show these migrating cells are localized basally (green arrowhead in f 0 ). Note that mutant cells have a disorganized pattern of cadherin expression (e 00 ) and exhibit an abnormal folding (yellow arrowhead in f 00 ). (g-j) Light microscopy of adult mosaic heads generated by the eyFLP/MARCM technique: (g) FRT82B, (h) sds22 e00975 , (i) sds22 e00975 UAS-PP1a-87B and (j) sds22 e00975 UAS-PP1b-9C. Note that coexpression of PP1b-9C, but not PP1a-87B, along with loss of sds22 results in a largely restored adult eye, suggesting that PP1b acts downstream of sds22.
Tumor suppressor properties of sds22 in Drosophila Y Jiang et al their subtype and chromosome location: PP1b9C, PP1a13C, PP1a87B and PP1a96A (Dombradi et al., 1990 (Dombradi et al., , 1993 . Of these, PP1a13C and PP1a96A are not essential based on loss-of-function studies (Smith, 1999; Kirchner et al., 2007a) and, therefore, were not included in this study. We find that loss of PP1a87B or PP1b9C shares many features with the loss of sds22, including loss of tissue architecture and differentiation, increased cell death and cell invasive behavior (Figures 4c-f) . As loss of sds22 phenotypes in yeast can be suppressed by high dosage of PP1 (Ohkura and Yanagida, 1991) , we tested whether a similar relationship exists in Drosophila. Strikingly, overexpression of PP1b9C, but not PP1a87B, can significantly suppress sds22 phenotypes (Figures 4g-j) . Overexpression of individual PP1 isoforms alone does not cause an obvious phenotype (data not shown). Together, these results suggest sds22 functions as an essential positive regulator of PP1 to maintain epithelial organization and to block cell invasion.
Myosin II activity is responsible for changes caused by loss of sds22 Non-muscle myosin II (referred to as myosin II hereafter) is an actin-based motor protein complex, which has a crucial role in cytoskeleton and tissue organization (Vicente-Manzanares et al., 2009). The myosin II regulatory light chain spaghetti squash (Sqh) is a direct target of PP1b9C, and dephosphorylation of Sqh inactivates myosin II (Vereshchagina et al., 2004) . Phosphorylation of Sqh is increased in sds22 mutant follicle cells (Grusche et al., 2009) , suggesting that Sqh hyperphosphorylation may have a role in mediating phenotypes caused by loss of sds22. To test this hypothesis, we first ectopically expressed a phosphomimetic (activated) form of Sqh (UAS-sqh DD ) in the eye disk using either the FLPout technique or ey-GAL. In each case, neurons expressing activated Sqh become mislocalized in the optic stalk (Figures 5a and i) , closely phenocopying sds22-mediated cell migratory behavior. In addition, knockdown of myosin II activity by coexpression of an RNAi construct against the myosin II heavy chain (zip) or the regulatory light chain (sqh) in sds22 mutant cells, suppresses the sds22 migratory behavior (Figures 5d 0 , e 0 and f 0 ). Moreover, reducing myosin II activity can largely rescue the cell morphology defects of sds22 mutant cells (Figures 5e 00 and f 00 ). Knockdown of zip or sqh alone does not cause any invasion-like phenotype (Figures 5b and data not  shown) . Taken together, these results suggest that myosin II is essential for sds22-mediated cell morphology defects and cell invasion behavior. Interestingly, the phenotypes resulting from myosin II hyperactivity are less severe than those caused by knockdown of either sds22 or PP1 (Figures 5g-i) , raising the possibility that Sds22/PP1 regulates additional substrates other than Sqh.
JNK signaling is required for loss of sds22-mediated cell invasion and apoptosis The JNK signaling pathway is an important mediator of tumor invasion (Huang et al., 2003; Uhlirova et al., 2005; Igaki et al., 2006) . In addition, activated JNK signaling induces cell apoptosis (Behrens et al., 1999) . As loss of sds22 causes cell invasion and increased cell death, it seems likely that modulation of JNK pathway activity is involved in these phenotypes. To test this hypothesis, we examined transcription levels of puc, which encodes a JNK-specific phosphatase and acts as both a downstream target and a feedback inhibitor of the JNK signaling pathway (Martin-Blanco et al., 1998; McEwen and Peifer, 2005) . Consistent with our hypothesis, puclacZ reporter expression is increased in sds22-deficient migrating cells (Figure 6b) . Loss of PP1b also increases puc-lacZ expression (Figure 6c) , suggesting an increase in JNK-dependent transcription in sds22-deficient cells is likely through regulation of PP1 activity by sds22. Next, we tested whether active JNK is responsible for the changes observed in sds22 mutant cells. Increasing JNK signaling alone by overexpression of eiger (a ligand for the Drosophila JNK pathway) using patched-GAL4 is sufficient to cause massive cell migration and cell death (Supplementary Figure S5C) . Importantly, blocking JNK activity by overexpression of puc (a JNK activity inhibitor) in sds22 mutant cells suppresses both cell migration and cell death caused by loss of sds22 (Figures 7c and d and Supplementary Figures S5D-F) . Overexpression of puc alone does not cause any obvious defects in the cytoskeleton or cell invasion (Supplementary Figure S5G) . Finally, blocking JNK activity also fully suppresses tumor growth and metastasis of Ras V12 sds22
À/À cells (Supplementary Figures S6A-D) . Collectively, these results suggest that increased JNK signaling has a substantial role in cell invasion and cell death induced by loss of sds22.
Preventing basement membrane degradation suppresses invasiveness of sds22 mutant cells JNK functions in part by modulating expression of matrix metalloprotease 1 (MMP1) to promote tumor cell motility (Jasper et al., 2001; Uhlirova and Bohmann, 2006) . MMP1 is essential for degradation of the basement membrane (Deryugina and Quigley, 2006) , and is therefore required for metastatic potential of Drosophila tumors (Uhlirova and Bohmann, 2006; Beaucher et al., 2007) . Consistent with this view, we find dramatically increased expression of MMP1 in both sds22 and PP1 mutant eye disks compared with controls (Figures 6e and  f) . To test whether MMPs have a role in sds22-mediated cell invasion, we blocked MMP function in sds22 mutant clones by ectopic expression of Timp, which encodes a Drosophila homolog of the tissue inhibitor of metalloproteases (Pohar et al., 1999; Llano et al., 2000; Page-McCaw et al., 2003) . We observe that overexpression of Timp using patched-GAL4 strongly suppresses the invasive behavior of sds22-deficient cells in the wing disk (Figures 7e and f , green arrowhead), whereas overexpression of Timp alone causes no obvious defects (data not shown). These data suggest that MMP activity is critical for the cell invasive behavior caused by loss of sds22. In addition, we find that epithelial organization defects, including an abnormal apical folding along the A-P boundary of the wing disk, are not rescued by overexpression of either puc or Timp (Figures 7d 00 and f 00 , yellow arrowheads), suggesting that hyperactivity of myosin II may be sufficient to mediate this epithelial integrity defect.
Discussion
Stable epithelial integrity is required for normal tissue morphogenesis during development, and its loss is often associated with cancer. The importance of sds22 in regulating epithelial morphology has been recently reported (Grusche et al., 2009) . However, the detailed mechanism of sds22 function and its role in tumor suppression have not been studied. By generating new, null alleles of sds22 in Drosophila, we show for the first time that sds22 is a new potential tumor suppressor gene that has a key role in the metastatic process. Consistent with the work of Grusche et al., our results show that sds22 mutant cells lose epithelial organization, fail to differentiate normally and 0 , green arrow), suggesting that myosin II acts downstream of sds22 to mediate cell invasion. (e, f) Reducing myosin II activity by knockdown of sqh activity using the patched-GAL4 driver suppresses both the cell invasion (e 0 , f 0 ) and apical abnormal folding phenotypes (e 00 , f 00 ) of sds22-deficient cells. GFP (green) marks mutant cells and Dlg (red) marks the tissue morphology. (g-i) Knockdown of either sds22 (g) or PP1b (h) by ey-GAL4 causes a dramatic loss of differentiation as indicated by a nearly complete loss of Elav staining. However, overexpression of UAS-sqh DD (i) by ey-GAL4 causes a less severe phenotype with Elav-positive cells mislocalized in the optic stalk (white arrow).
Tumor suppressor properties of sds22 in Drosophila Y Jiang et al undergo cell death. Beyond this, we show that sds22 mutant cells become invasive and migrate into neighboring regions, likely by increasing MMP1 secretion to degrade the basement membrane. Importantly, sds22 mutant cells undergo uncontrolled proliferation when cell death is blocked or in cooperation with activated Ras. Conversely, overexpression of sds22 can substantially delay tumor growth of Ras V12 scrib À/À cells and suppress the scrib phenotype in vivo, consistent with sds22 functioning as a tumor suppressor gene. Finally, our genetic evidence leads us to propose a novel model, in which sds22 functions as an essential positive regulator of PP1 to restrict myosin II and JNK activity, thereby maintaining epithelial integrity and preventing proliferation and metastasis (see model in Figure 7g ), which provides significant new mechanistic insights into tumor suppressor pathways.
Tumor suppressive properties of sds22 mutant cells in epithelial tissues Most human tumors are derived from epithelial tissues, and loss of epithelial integrity has been linked to tumor growth and invasion (Brumby and Richardson, 2003; Pagliarini and Xu, 2003; Igaki et al., 2006) . In this study, we provide evidence that sds22 is a regulator of epithelial integrity and cell invasion, two key characteristics of malignant epithelial cells (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000) . We have considered the possibility that the invasion-like behavior of sds22 À/À cells might be secondary to defects in cell death or cell adhesion. However, not all invasive sds22 À/À cells are caspase-3 positive, and blocking cell death does not suppress cell invasion behavior. Additionally, we find the loss of sds22 always causes directional migration, while defects in cell adhesion often cause cells to disperse into surrounding wild-type cells (Knox and Brown, 2002) . Moreover, loss of sds22 is sufficient to induce metastatic behavior of Ras V12 cells, whereas loss of cell adhesion molecules, such as E-cadherin, does not (Pagliarini and Xu, 2003) . Finally, loss of sds22 can induce MMP1 secretion downstream of JNK signaling, which is known to be activated by invading cells. Taken together, these data support the view that sds22 À/À cells actively invade surrounding tissue. Why does loss of sds22 alone not cause tumor-like growth? In human cancer, it is rare that mutation of a single gene is sufficient to cause malignant transformation. Instead, multiple mutations are most often required for tumorigenesis (Land et al., 1983; Brumby and Richardson, 2005) . Similar to the tumor suppressor scrib, loss of sds22 induces massive cell death, presumably as a result of stresses induced by loss of epithelial integrity. However, when cell death is blocked by expression of the caspase inhibitors p35, sds22 À/À cells can grow to form large, tumor-like masses. Additionally, loss of sds22 in combination with expression of oncogenic Ras promotes tumor growth and metastasis, similar to studies of other tumor suppressors . Note that disruption of the cell adhesion marker cadherin (red) is not suppressed by puc expression (c 00 compared with a 00 , d 00 compared with b 00 , yellow arrowheads). (e, f) Overexpression of Timp, an inhibitor of MMPs, also largely suppresses the cell invasive behavior of sds22 mutant cells (e 0 , f 0 , green arrowhead). Tissue integrity indicated by cadherin staining is not suppressed (e 00 , f 00 , yellow arrowhead). (g) A model for sds22 as a tumor suppressor gene in Drosophila. sds22 functions as an essential positive regulator of PP1 to restrict two important signaling events that drive tumor metastasis: non-muscle myosin II (myosin II) activity and the JNK signaling pathway. Hyperphosphorylation of myosin II leads to cytoskeleton reorganization and loss of epithelial integrity that is a critical determinant of cell invasion and metastasis. Increased JNK signaling is required for sds22-mediated cell death and cell invasion likely through inducing MMP1 level.
Tumor suppressor properties of sds22 in Drosophila Y Jiang et al involved in maintenance of cell polarity (Pagliarini and Xu, 2003) . Interestingly, blocking cell death in sds22 mutant cells is not sufficient to induce tumor metastasis, suggesting that there must be an additional mechanism of Ras function other than promoting cell survival to account for tumor invasion.
A new role for PP1 in epithelial organization and cell invasion through regulation of myosin II and JNK Both Drosophila and humans have multiple genes encoding PP1c isoforms, which have complicated analysis of their biological roles in vivo. In this study, we provide the first in vivo evidence that PP1 has essential roles in controlling epithelial organization and cell invasion. Our studies suggest that sds22 functions as a key regulatory subunit of PP1 to inhibit myosin II and JNK signaling. In addition to the previously identified target myosin II (Grusche et al., 2009) , we find that JNK signaling is also regulated by sds22/PP1. How sds22 regulates JNK signaling, which mediates both cell invasion and cell apoptosis, remains unclear. The fact that not all sds22-deficient cells induce active JNK, indicates that sds22/PP1 may regulate JNK activity indirectly through regulation of upstream components. Genetic studies suggest that Drosophila PP1b can regulate JNK through myosin II (Kirchner et al., 2007b) . However, blocking myosin II activity in our study does not abolish the sds22/PP1-mediated JNK activation (data not shown). Alternatively, the JNK pathway can be activated by disruption of cell polarity genes (Brumby and Richardson, 2003; Ryoo et al., 2004; Zhu et al., 2010) , suggesting that JNK could be a common downstream signal induced by the absence of these tumor suppressors. The role of cell polarity genes in mediating JNK activation downstream of sds22/PP1 will require further investigation.
Relationship between Sds22/PP1 and cell polarity genes Although the cell invasion and death phenotypes caused by loss of sds22 can be fully suppressed by reducing myosin II and JNK activity, epithelial defects are not fully rescued, suggesting that additional targets of the Sds22/PP1 complex might be involved. Phosphorylation of cell polarity regulators, including Baz and Lgl, must be tightly regulated for their normal subcellular localization and function (Betschinger et al., 2003; Moraisde-Sa et al., 2010) . Although much is known regarding the roles of their kinases such as Par-1 and aPKC, the mechanism of their dephosphorylation is unclear. Recently, sds22 was identified in a genetic interaction screen with Baz (Shao et al., 2010) , a key regulator of apical membrane polarity and a substrate of PP1 in mouse cell culture (Traweger et al., 2008) , suggesting that sds22/PP1 may act directly on critical components of the cell polarity machinery to maintain epithelial integrity and prevent metastasis. Consistent with this interpretation, we find that overexpression of sds22 can largely suppress the loss-of-function phenotypes of the cell polarity gene scrib. Further research will be necessary to clarify the mechanism of the interplay between Sds22/PP1 and cell polarity genes.
Sds22/PP1 function in mammals
The proteins Sds22, PP1, and components of myosin II and the JNK signaling pathway are highly conserved between Drosophila and humans. This raises the possibility that human Sds22 may have a role in regulating PP1 to maintain proper epithelial integrity and prevent cell invasion via a mechanism similar to that reported in Drosophila. Indeed, the human sds22 homolog, PPP1R7, also regulates cell shape and myosin II light chain phosphorylation (Grusche et al., 2009) . In support of a tumor suppressive role for PPP1R7 in cancer, a survey of the Tumorscape portal (http:// www.broadinstitute.org/tumorscape/) for copy number alterations in cancer (Beroukhim et al., 2010) shows that PPP1R7 (2q37.3), is frequently deleted in six cancer subtypes that include breast, ovarian and melanoma among others (Supplementary Figure S7A) . This finding is consistent with published reports indicating PPP1R7 deletion in oral and cervical cancer (Narayan et al., 2003; Cengiz et al., 2007) . Consistent with its genomic loss, PPP1R7 RNA expression is also significantly downregulated in multiple cancer types (Rhodes et al., 2004) . Among those cancers is melanoma, where PPP1R7 expression is downregulated in primary tumors versus normal skin and benign nevi (Talantov et al., 2005) and in melanoma metastases versus primary tumor specimens (Kabbarah et al., 2010 ) (Supplementary Figure S7B ). Collectively, these findings support a role for PPP1R7 in tumor suppression in mammals and emphasize the importance of epithelial regulators in tumor progression.
In conclusion, the data presented in this study add new information about the role of sds22 during normal epithelial tissue organization and tumor cell invasion. Our studies show that the interaction of Sds22 with PP1 regulates a subset of the proteins normally controlled by PP1 activity, and affects signaling pathways involved in apoptosis, cell migration and cytoskeleton control, and whose misregulation leads to enhanced invasive behavior and transforms cells from a non-metastatic to a metastatic state. Importantly, we also find that sds22 interacts with the known neoplastic tumor suppressor scrib, and can cooperate with activated Ras to promote tissue neoplasia and metastasis. Together, our results raise the interesting possibility that dephosphorylation of key molecules that normally control cell polarity and cell migration through sds22/PP1 activity could be a previously unrecognized tumor suppression mechanism.
Materials and methods

Drosophila stocks
Fly cultures were raised at 25 1C using standard media. The following stocks were used: P{EPgy2}EY06161, PP1a-87B 87Bg3 , UAS-PP1a-87B and UAS-PP1b-9C (Bloomington Stock Center, Bloomington, IN, USA), sds22-RNAi, PP1b9C-RNAi, zip-RNAi (VDRC, Vienna, Austria), UAS-sqh DD (Yasuyoshi and sds22 D2.8 were derived from imprecise excision of the Pelement P{EPgy2}EY06161 using D2-3 transposase following conventional methods. All these alleles fail to complement each other and yield the same lethal phase and adult eye phenotypes described in this study. The detailed genotypes for the animals described in the text are listed in Supplemental Table 1 .
Generation of rescue constructs
For rescue experiments, UAS-sds22 contains a full-length complimentary DNA from expressed sequence tag clone GH07711 between the EcoRI and XhoI sites of pUAST-attB. An sds22 construct that contains only the sds22 genomic locus, rescues all known sds22 mutant phenotypes. Details of this construct are available upon request.
Clonal analysis
Mitotic or RNAi FLPout clones were generated by the FRT/FLP technique (Xu and Rubin, 1993) by applying a 1 h heat shock (37 1C) to induce hs-FLP 48 h AEL. The eyFLP/ MARCM system (Lee and Luo, 2001 ) was used to induce clones positively marked by GFP in eye/antennal disks.
Immunohistochemistry
Antibody stainings of imaginal disks were performed as previously described (Pepple et al., 2008) . The following antibodies were used: rat anti-Elav (1:400, DSHB, Iowa City, IA, USA), chicken-anti-GFP (1:1000, Sigma, St Louis, MO, USA), rat anti-DE cadherin (1:50, DSHB), mouse anti-MMP1
